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First of all I would like to welcome the several new members. It is good to see the
recent slightly downward trend of club members nationally halted. Within our postcode
area we have remained fairly constant with just the odd new member off-setting the
occasional departure.
In this edition we have a good mix of items which we hope will be of interest. As
always we welcome feedback and input from members. We would not be able to
produce a news letter without your input. So please tell us of your bikes, your projects,
your trips, your ‘handy hints’ whatever.

First up we have some words of wisdom from our chairman, David.

Chairman’s Chat
Last Wednesday along with Simon aboard his Triumph Speed Twin we decided to take
a visit to Hoar Park. I haven’t been for over a year since the first lock down began. Its
always a heart warming sight to see so many Vintage and Classic motorcycles together,
especially on such a fine day. However on our first foray down into the lower parking
area it soon became clear that there was no where suitable to park (it was half term after
all) and so we were soon directed to a grassy car park...no problem except Norton
Feather-bed main stands are not very stable even on flat tarmac, and the side stand is

not much better! In my young days I was never a boy Scout, but I did like the motto ‘be
prepared’ and so in recent years I can been seen wearing a rather fetching oil stained
and battered old rucksack. And so after a while of rummaging around into the bowels of
my magic rucksack amongst the VMCC journals, oily rags, tools, spare petrol pipe, the
list goes on, I found a suitable piece of old plywood., placed in my old bag for such
soft grass, heavy bike versus gravity occasions. I think most of us old motorcycle riders
try and be prepared in some way or other, even if it is a spare chain link attached to a

zip of a jacket. Hopefully you to can find room in your life for a suitable piece of wood,
alloy, or plastic to place under that pesky stand, enabling you to wander off and enjoy
your day without worry. I do hope you have been out and about riding your favourite
machine especially as the weather is now behaving its self, and in my opinion there is
no finer way to enjoy our country side especially in spring time than aboard a Vintage
or Classic motorcycle.
Ride safe and enjoy the best of the nearly normal.

David Kendall

I received this email recently, which may be of interest, from Ron Robinson:
Hi Barry.
Following a change in the weather, i was able to go a short walk to Neon Hill, Little
Quinton not far from Stratford upon Avon.
The pub landlord, a proper biker, and I got talking about a forthcoming event. The
village has organised a social day in the village hall on July 17th and is asking if any
bikes would like to go on a run around the countryside ending up at Warwick. Starting
away from Lower Quinton at 9.15 – 9.30 am The cost is £10.00. Its a charity event.
£5.00 if you’re just going to the event in the hall. Ron

My Dads bikes Alan East-Jones tells the story:
My father loved his bikes since restoring an early 1930s Velo. in his bedroom without
his parents knowing. That was around 1942 when he was an apprentice during WW2 at
Henry Fords factory in Manchester making R-R Merlin engines under licence. He took
me as a 3 year old to my first IoM TT in 1958.
He always had vintage motorbikes (they were just old bikes then) having 11 at one
time (mainly AJS and Matchless latterly Sunbeams) kept in the garage and
conservatory. As a toolmaker he did all the work on them himself, machining,
paintwork, building and swapping engines to make what he believed was an
improvement overcoming the shortcomings of the original. A detuned CSR engine (so
it could run on lower grade cheaper petrol for example) in a G3LS frame. He would not
spend money on something if he could do it himself, but would give the shirt off his
back if it helped a fellow motorcyclist. Not interested in money, having not much of it
during his lifetime. His mind was full of motorcycle knowledge, as one of his fellow
toolmakers told me at his funeral, he could make machines, and engines, sing.
When he retired aged 60 he and my mother went on his last Grand Tour on a 1957
Matchless G12 fitted with a tradesman box on a sidecar chassis. That contained many
spare parts: a 12v car battery, having converted the bike to run an alternator, primus
stove, kettle and tea bags, Esso road maps and a few spare clothes. The spares wrapped
in newspaper, were still in there, unused when, the sad time came for me to sell the
outfit a few years after the death of my mother. The bike went to the chairman of the
AJS & Matchless owners club for a lot less than its true worth. the rest of the bikes had
been stripped down, and all the spare parts having been stolen,** 40 years worth of
collecting.
Mum and dad rode through Europe retracing the route they had taken as newly weds
back in 1954, going via France and Monaco, over the Alps of Switzerland and Austria
then touring in Italy. (on a rigid Velocette then) This time they carried on down the

length of Yugoslavia as it was then * through Greece and Turkey to Istanbul where he
had his first stroke losing partial sight in one eye.
My dad was severely dyslexic which was probably why he had developed his memory
being not able to write very well (but he read a lot). He died in 1987, 18 months later,
during his tea after spending the day in the garage, probably working on the 1927
Sunbeam.
My point - He was member of the VMCC for many years in the 60s and 70s but left
after a falling out over something. He said the
VMCC had ceased to be a club for motorcyclists
and it had become a business, also the type of
members had changed a lot, "Thats a nice bike,
how much is it worth? " which he felt was not in
the Titch Allen spirit of the club.
And so it seems he was correct. For example
look at what happened to the Banbury Run after
the Warwickshire section gave up the reigns,
(due to foot and mouth epidemic, not unlike
covid problems today)
* Yugoslavia, the route now would be passing
through Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia Herzegovina,
Montenegro, Kosovo and Macedonia
** I retained the fairing that my dad fitted to the
Matchless.

Wales on a Tiger 90
I have been asked by some members who knew that I was doing it how I got on touring
Wales, for a week, a couple of weeks ago.
After a few months of health issues, mine and the T90 – I will write an article for next
months issue about the ‘fun’ I had with fitting new piston rings! It was less than 48
hours prior my planned departure time
before it was up and running.
My route was to enter Wales near Worcester
and Leominster And ride in a clockwise
direction and exit where I entered. I would
take 7 days to travel round.
As the bike had only had a short run before
I left (to the Dog Lane Fishery meet) I
decided to take it even more steadily than
normal. The first day took me to Talgarth a
few miles from Hay on Wye in sunshine. No
problems. Day 2 promised to be wet so I
eschewed my planned route along the ‘Head of the valleys’ road and took the shorter
route over the top past Brecon to Carmarthen and to the coast at Pendine – where World
land speed records were set along the beach.
Day 3 was dry so a pleasant run across to St. Davids, Britain's smallest city, then up to
Aberystwyth for the night. The following day was wet as I followed the A road up the
coast to Beaumaris, on Anglesey. It rained most of the time I was there and the next day

when again I changed my planned route. Instead of using the North Coast Express way,
another dual carriage used by heavy transport, I chose the old A5 over Snowdonia. The
road was flooded in one place but otherwise trouble free with great scenery. My stop
over was in Llangollen. I intended to come in over the Horseshoe Pass but shelved that
idea due to the rather wet weather. The bike, by the way, was running well.
The following morning, in spite of the forecast, was mostly dry so I did get to ride up to
the Ponderosa cafe at the top of the pass. Then I rode to the Pontcysyllte Aqueduct and
fulfilled a long standing wish to walk over it. Very high! It was then a shortish ride to
Newtown, on the River Severn for my final overnight stop.
My final day weather was forecast as showery but not too bad. I stopped off at Shobdon
Airfield cafe on the way to Leominster. A very popular refreshment stop for bikers it
seemed. After riding over 650 trouble free miles the T90 got me back home… after a
minor incident that will be included in the article I am writing for the VMCC journal.

A Velo nightmare

as recounted by Arthur Farrow. Part 2 of 2

Back in my workshop over several weeks I went through everything initially suspecting
a broken frame behind the gearbox, but no and the frame seemed straight, but before
getting it to Maidstone Motoliner, with whom I have had excellent experience, I
thought I’d rebuild the forks with new head races, stanchions bushes etc. Alan warned
“get them ALL from the same source” so I did and then the problems really started.
New dampers, super chrome stanchions, bushes, seals duly delivered the forks were
taken apart and reassembled then JAM. After bumping in the top bush using the
proper tool the whole of one fork locked solid and I could not even get it apart again. I
put it aside and turned to the second leg taking a gentler approach but it was clear it
was also going to lock up. I called the retailer whose attitude was disappointing and
could not offer a solution but did say he got the bushes from a different source to the
stanchions and the stanchion manufacturer is well known (I had better not mention
the name) simply got standard size stanchions chromed. So the stanchions were a tad
oversize locking up when the standard bushes were bumped into the sliders and now
I’m really stuck.
Clearly needing professional help, I called a Velo club advertiser who clearly
understood the problem but said they no longer worked on forks and would offer no
solution. Great so I called Saint Jan (Hoogesteger) of Somerset my saviour and in a few
days had strapped the forks on the other V motorcycle for an invigorating ride to
Somerset, tea, biscuits a trip round a busy workshop and a chat about forks life and
everything. Jan was also unable to get the one fork apart but retubed them both and
made custom bushes to suit in a most acceptable timescale. Absolutely brilliant work.
So excitedly back home to fit the forks BUT they were a beast to get in the F262
sleeves and then hard to get in the bottom yoke. Just a few thou makes a difference.
Really?? Slightly skimming the sleeves made a better fit in the bottom then the top
yoke would not align with the bottom. The steering stem and new head races seemed
square and by now I’m coming to the conclusion I have a mismatch of parts
somewhere but the yokes are original paint, Thruxton blue so one assumes they are

pukka…they look square and they were on the bike before. At this point, getting on for
2 years since purchase, its cranial meltdown time and, illogically I do what I often do
just go buy piles of bits at Jumbles which if not used can (and since have been) sold on.
By now I’m the stubborn Donkey I should have advertised the lot as a basket case and
taken the sort of financial hit that would have bought me a nice Venom and I plough
onwards indeed finally sorting it but I’m still not entirely sure how I did it. Brute force
probably. Reason and logic has long since left me and even my smart arse Moroni and
another V riding Chartered Engineer son cannot entirely work out the issues. Evenings
puzzling over much peaty Whisky were fun though. Wonky yokes, different sleeves
possibly poorly or not squarely machined, a new old stock Thruxton top yoke that
perhaps looked the same but was not who knows or indeed cares
The older Velo owners will probably by now be giggling with understanding, but for me
an Engineering Hobbyist the lesson is clear…I should have given the whole lot Yolks
etc. to Jan to set up correctly and squarely…or maybe I should have fitted Girdraulics
which like a Velo clutch are nice to work with once you have worked out the theory.
By the way eventually I did get the things in line and fitted, but with some brute force
and the Pig has been banished, the problem whatever it was gone and the “Fruxton”
rides nice now, but it could do with a bit more power. I’m not going there though!!!

Our last 2 ‘pop-ups’ were at Dog Lane Fishery, Napton and Farmers
Fayre, Stoneleigh:
Dog Lane
14 people attended our first pop up social gathering of 2021 on 16th May at the Tea
Shed Cafe at Napton. A wide range of interesting machines were proudly displayed in
the car park, this being our first social gathering after the relaxation of lock down rules.
The Tea Shed Cafe, situated at the Dog lane fishery Napton, is now under new
ownership and the staff made us feel very welcome whilst providing us with delicious
food and drink throughout the morning.

Apart from a few wet Country lanes on the ride home most of us managed to dodge the
showers and have an enjoyable morning.
David Kendall

Farmers Fayre
The latest meet up was week ago at the Farmers Fayre Cafe in the Stoneleigh Show
ground. 27 classic bikes adorned the car park and 31 members enjoyed the good
weather. The bikes ranged from a 1927 AJS ridden by our club president, and section
member Mike Wills, to more modern machines
The smiling faces gave the opinion that it was a very enjoyable event. This is definitely
a venue we shall be returning to. I was frequently asked when the next one will be. The
answer is Sunday 13th June. The venue is the Pavilion Cafe at Lighthorne. I shall send
out an email with more details next week.

